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Across
1. Rep
5. Greek ems
8. Support
12. Grumpy Cat, for one
13. Woke up in the past?
15. Walkman maker
16. October gem
17. One in charge
19. Publisher specializing in online communities?
21. Poetically prior to
22. Result of a demotion, often
23. Experience, in a way
26. NYPL supporter
27. Inventory ID
30. Publisher specializing in bodybuilding?
33. “____ better to have loved and lost” (Tennyson)
34. Like 2:1
35. First name in graphic novels
36. Make things square
38. Enzyme suffix
39. Publisher specializing in memorabilia?
41. French possessive
42. Second letter
43. Unfashionable, at a party?
44. Hits Ctrl+S again
47. Spanish Mrs.
50. Publisher specializing in zoology?
55. Twelve-hour shift, say

57. Corroborate, in a way
58. Served past
59. Sheer
60. Dabbler
61. Homes for hymnals
62. Diminutive dog
63. “Me too”

9. Stein subject
10. Words before about
11. Combustible heap
13. Dormant
14. Myers’s and Captain Morgan
18. Go in Spanish
20. But (var.)
23. Josh
24. Stakes
25. ___-fi
27. Word with bar or pigeon
28. Musical boots?
29. Is addicted to, maybe
30. Stoker byname
31. Doesn’t hesitate, to say the least
32. Go wrong
36. Make red, maybe
37. Rocky outcropping
39. Shown the door
40. Potato gizmo
42. It’s the wurst
45. Concord
46. Wind instrument
47. “Aw, ____!” (Google error message)
48. Houston campus
49. From the top
51. You might be feeling yours
52. It includes the iris
53. Line of clothing
54. Gardner of Mason stories
56. Fixers (abbr.)

Down
1. The 17th ed. is its latest
2. Default consequence
3. Old Apple all-in-one
4. Place for ham on rye
5. Sad sacks
6. Substituted macaroni for rice, say
7. Periodicals
8. Greek trident?
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